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Preface 

 
It is only through the grace of the Almighty Allāh � that, in spite of my ill-
health and unsuitable conditions that prevailed, I have been able to present 
the second volume of Arabic Tutor to the students of Arabic with changes and 
new additions. All praises are due to Him. 
 
The first volume forms part of the syllabus of the fourth class in the high 
schools. Now, the second volume has been prepared for the fifth class.  
 
Although the previous edition was well accepted by the scholars and 
intellectuals of the country, Bombay University and the Department of 
Education Sindh and several seminaries have included it in their syllabi, yet I 
had the desire to do whatever I could to simplify Arabic. There is no 
guarantee for life. Due to the lack of means, I could not achieve what I wanted 
to. Nevertheless, one should be grateful for whatever has been done. Now the 
benefit of this book has increased manifold. All praises are due to Allāh � for 
that.  
 
Very few additions of grammar rules have been made because the aim of this 
book is to learn the language and to understand the Qur’ān. However, there 
has been a considerable increase in the amount of examples, especially from 
the Qur’ān, dialogues and exercises, so that this can serve as an Arabic Reader 
to an extent. 
 
It is not only a claim but an accepted reality that this series is the only one 
which can be called an excellent syllabus and the most beneficial one for high 
schools, Arabic seminaries and the students of Eastern languages. 
 
Nonetheless, whatever I could do, I have done. Now it is the duty of those 
elders who have the control of the syllabi in their hands, to allow the students 
to benefit from this book. They can appreciate this service by looking at what 
has been said and not who said it. They can afford every Muslim student the 



opportunity of benefiting from it and thus be entitled to immense rewards. 
Our duty is to merely convey. 
 
Servant of the best language 
(Moulānā) Àbdus Sattār Khān 



 Lesson 16 

The Categories of Triliteral Verbs 

1(��E� )F3G�� �-�� ��%+�) 
 

1. You have read about the perfect ()*�7�) and imperfect ( 7�H&�I ) verbs in 

lessons 14 and 15 of volume one. You have also learnt many verbs in the 
vocabulary lists, numbers 12 and 13. From there you may have understood 

that the second root letter (2(���� 8�)2 of the roots of certain triliteral verbs 

()F3G��) of the ()*�7�) perfect and (H&�I7�) imperfect is sometimes similar and 

sometimes different.  
 

The verbs of the word (JKL�M1) are (NKN�M1) and (OKN�P-N�) where the (2(���� 8�) is (QL%O�P-N�)3 

in both cases.  

In the word (J=N�M�), the ()*�7�) - perfect tense is (N=O�M�) while the (H&�I7�) is (O=O�P�N�). 
That is, the (2(���� 8�) of both are (=L%O(LIN�)4. 

In the word (JRL	N�), the ()*�7�) - perfect tense is (NRS	N�) while the (H&�I7�) - 
imperfect is (ORS	L9N�). Therefore the (2(���� 8�) of both are ( O	P�N�&L% )5. 

 
Now observe the following verbs: 

• in the word (J�L�N*), the ()*�7�) is (N�N�N*) where the (2(���� 8�) has a 

fathah, while the (H&�I7�) is (O�S�LIN�), where the (2(���� 8�) has a kasrah.  

 

• in the word (J�L:N/), the ()*�7�) is (N�N:N/) where the (2(���� 8�) has a fathah, 

while the (H&�I7�) is (O�O:L�N�), where the (2(���� 8�) has a dammah. 

 

                                              
1 The word (��E�) means denuded. It refers to the first stem of the verb that contains only the root 

letters and is empty of any extra radicals. 
2 See Lesson 3.7. 
3 that is, having a fathah.  
4 having a dammah. 
5 having a kasrah. 



• in the word (JTL(N�), the ()*�7�) is (NTS(N�) where the (2(���� 8�) has a 

kasrah, while the (H&�I7�) is (OTN(L	N�), where the (2(���� 8�) has a fathah. 

2. With regard to the (2(���� 8�) of the ()*�7�) and (H&�I7�), the verbs of ( )F3G��
��E�) fall into six categories. In the terminology of Arabic Morphology, these 

categories are called (J��N+), the plural being (J��N%L+M�). 
The six categories are as follows6: 
 

�U%�� H&�I7� )*�7� ��%+�� 
VS�P-N� 

8��� &%	�� 
MN�M1 

8��� Q%�-� 
O�S�LIN� N�N�N* $�W� ��?�� 

VO�P-N� 
8��� =%(I� 

MN�M1 
8��� Q%�-� 

O�O:L�N� N�N:N/ X�G�� ��?�� 

VN�P-N� 
8��� Q%�-� 

MS�M1 
8��� &%	�� 

OTN(L	N� NTS(N� Y��G�� ��?�� 

N�P-N�V  
8��� Q%�-� 

MN�M1 
8��� Q%�-� 

OKN�P-N� NKN�M1 T+���� ��?�� 

VO�P-N� 
8��� =%(I� 

MO�M1 
8��� =%(I� 

O=O�P�N� N=O�M� Z��[� ��?�� 

VS�P-N� 
8��� &%	�� 

MS�M1 
8��� &%	�� 

ORS	L9N� NRS	N� \��	�� ��?�� 

3. Verbs more often belong to one of the first three categories. The verbs of the 
fourth category are slightly less, the fifth category even lesser and very few 
verbs belong to the sixth category. 
 
4. When any word belongs to a particular category, it means that the harakah 

of the second radical will correspond to the ()*�7�) and (H&�I7�) of that 

category. For example, if it is said that the word (]L	M̂  - to wash) belongs to 

(��* ��+), it means the ()*�7�) is (MN	M̂ ) and the (H&�I7�) is (VS	L_N�). 
 

                                              
6  Since Arabic is read from right to left, this table must be read in that direction. The arrow sign will 
be used as a guide to indicate the direction of the text. 



Note: In the Vocabulary Lists No. 14 and 15, the ()*�7�) and ( 7�H&�I ) tenses 

have been written. Look at the verbs and work out which category each verb 
belongs to. 
 

5. It is essential to know which category every verb of (��E� )F3G��) belongs to 

so that the ()*�7�), (H&�I7�) and the imperative (����) can be correctly 

pronounced. It is for this reason that the (J��N+) of every verb is written next to a 

verb in the dictionaries. If the verb is from (��* ��+), a (`) is written next to 

the verb.7 If the verb is from (�:/ ��+), a (�) is written next to the verb, if it is 

from (Ta ��+), a (\) is inserted, if it is from (K�1 ��+), a (b) is written, if it is 

from (=�� ��+), a (5) is inserted and if it is from (R	� ��+), a (Q) is written. 

We will follow the same procedure in the future vocabulary lists. 
 

In some modern dictionaries, a line with a harakah is inserted after the ()*�7�) 
to indicate the harakah of the (H&�I7�), e.g.  

(  MN	M̂_S ), (  N�N:N/_d ), (  NQS�M1_e ). 

 

Vocabulary List No. 14 

 
Word Meaning 

 MN:N�)�(  to obtain 

 NTNfN&)`(  to return 

 N,NUN&)�(  to give, to sustain 

 N6M'N&)�(  to sleep 

 N�M�N�)�(  to live, to reside 

 N�M�Ng)�(  to thank 

                                              
7 This applies to some dictionaries only. Others have their own methods of indicating the category of 
verbs. 



�L�S�@ May it be so. 

 N,N6N#)�(  to speak the truth 

 N�O�M')5(  to be near 

 NRS�M�)\(  to play 

 Ǹ S�N�)\(  to be ill 

 N=NhNi)`(  to defeat 

�j�M� as far as, as for 

�N�PkS�JH  radio 

ML�N?V' just before 

O6Sl�N�Nf m ]CN6L�S�Nf newspaper 

�j�S/�MnS�eS+ �� ]2j�S/�MnS�S+ Britain 

 opN�q]rL%VsO�  part, portion 

 S�L�N&�N�)&�� 2��G�(  the two worlds 

L�Vt owner8 

]CN��N�N� bliss, success 

 J6L�S�N�–dv�N6N�O�  fortunate 

 w�Mxq]�L%O�Vx  thought 

 yv�NzN�q]2N�SzL�M�  supper, dinner 

 yv�N6M̂q]2N�S6P̂ �  lunch 

J&L%V{V1 breakfast 

S=�j�M|P�� SBSk}i L)S1 nowadays, in these days 

 ]�M3L	M�q)}��N	V�  lazy 

J6L�S~N� glorious 

]2N+��N�O� destructive 

                                              
8 See Lesson 11 in volume 1. 



]2N?N�P�N� library, bookshop, desk 

N%L9N/ towards 

 J�L:S/ qJb�N:L/M�  half 

V��N+�N� Japan 

S��N%N+M� parents 

SRN����� V��N6L�N� sports field 

J�SiL6O� astonishing 

Exercise 15 

 

(A) In the following sentences, the harakah of the perfect ()*�7�) and imperfect 

tenses (H&�I7�) has not been written. Insert the correct harakah and read the 

sentences. 
Read Note no. 5 of Lesson 2 in Volume One once again. 
 

Answer Question 

 S�S�M� O L�S� ��vLhOf V��P'M� �=L%N� �V�
SvLhO~P�� N�L:S/ �WS� O�P��M' �N� N=L%N�P�� 

)� (�P�N� S�@L�V�P�� N�S� L�M� �V� V�
�VL�S�N� �N� �=L%N�  

 S��N?Sf�N� O�L?�M� �N� L)�/M|S�
 O�L	�N~M1 SL����� )S1 S2N�N&L6N(P��

����N?N# OR�P�M� 

)� (��Mt�N(S� 

 L)S� V:L9N� �=L%N� �V� S ��S� O6L(N9P�M�
S�L~M-P�� V2N��N(Nf 

)� ( N=L%N�P�� N�M� L�M�:N� PNi
� S�L~M-P�� V2N��N(Nf 

LgM� S�L	O� )M�N� L�S6��N� �N� N5O��
 NZL�M�M1 S�L~M-P�� V2N��N(Nf �j�M� N���Mx
 )M��N	V�P�� )M�N� �WS� ��L�S?M� ��L�M�S+

S2M�P-N_P�� )S1 M�L�O6'L�N� N�L�Sk��� 

)� ( S!� N� ��L�SsN� �pN� L�Vt N�L/M|M1
VL�S�N� �N� 

 



 S��NfN&N� d!� NT1N& N� �L�S�@
S6��N�L� 

)� ( NZL�M� L�S�M� L�S6M�N� �N� N�P'6N#
 N�M'UN& Sv�N6N��	�� ORL�S:N/ �WS� �MkNi

S�L�N&�j6�� MCN��N�N� d!� 

S&L%V{V-P�� N6L�N+ ORiPtM� �N/M� )� ( )M�S� ORiPkN� )N�N� VL�S�N� �N�
�S2N�N&L6N(P�� 

S�L��s�� ML?M' ev�N6N_P�� V�P�N/ O�L9N/ )� ()N�N� N�� ev�N6N_P�� M�L%V��P�N�  

 S�L:S/ N%L9N/ V2N�N&L6N(P�� S�N6�N+
�L�S� 

)� (� ]CN6L�S�N+ L=M� ]2N?L�S�M' V2N�N&L6N(P�� 

 �N� L�S�M� S�L�N���N� S\P�j��� )M�N�
 N��jz�� O�L+�Ng �N/M� L�S6��N�

 N�S�Mt N6L�N+ O��LgM� MWN� ����N?N#
��6N+M�  
 

)� (jz�� O��LzN� PNi� �N/N6L�S� N�� 

�N/S&�Nf L)S1 OB�N%N+M� O��L	N� J6M�N� �MkNi )�� ( O�L�S_j:�� O6M�N%P�� �MkNi L�N�
� N�N�N� 

 L�M�	M̂  �N(M1 O ��V� L�N*S�N� N=L%N�P�M�
O N�LfN� 

)�� ( ��L�SsN�S+ N%Oi NZL�M� . MWM�
� O O�LfN� V	L_O� 

L�N(P�� )S1 �=L%N� �V� OR�P�N/ L�N�N/S��N6 )�� ( N6L�N+ �=L%N� �V� M�L%O?�P�N� PNi
� S�L:N�P�� 

S�S�L_N(P�� ML�N?V' OTfL&M� �N/M� )�� ( S��N6L�N� L�S� OTfL�N� )N�N�
� SRN����� 

 V�P�N/ S�S�L_N(P�� SCM3N# N6L�N+
 )S1 S�M��N�P�� N&�N?L�M� OT(L	N/N� ev�NzN�P��

SH�N�PkS(P�� 

)�� (P-N� �Mt�N(M1� V� 

��zSiL6O� ���N?N� O�L�(N� L�S6��N� �N� )�� (� M2N�S&�N?P�� N�L�(N� �Mt�N� 



 S�N�hNi L6M' M��N+�N�P�� ��M� O�L�(N�
 �N�M3N� L)S1 M2M�L�S�L�M|P��N� M2j�S/�MnL�S?P��

 S6L�S�P�� N�S� M��P�� S�N+�M' L6M'N� �N�L�N+N� 

)�� (� N5�Mt�N� N� 

S� d!� �N�Ms-N� S�L�N9P�� SBSkNi ��Ng L�
S2N+��N�O(P��  

)�� ( �MkM�Ni L�ShL�ShN� �N� N�P'6N#
��IL�M� S6Sl�N�N~P�� )S1 O&�N?L�M|P�� S�ev�Nf  

 
(B) Translate the following sentences into Arabic 
 

(1) O boys, how much do you read from the Qur’ān every day? We read 
one part of it daily but today we read half a part. 

(2) Did you not learn the madrasah lessons at night? No, but we learnt 
them in the morning. 

(3) O boys, when do you go to the madrasah? Nowadays, we go to the 
madrasah after breakfast.  

(4) Is the madrasah far from your homes? Yes, the madrasah is 
approximately one mile from our houses. 

(5) When do you return from the madrasah? We return from the madrasah 
a little before Zuhr. 

(6) Do you obtain the Zuhr Salāh with congregation? Yes, all praises are 
due to Allāh, these days we obtain the Zuhr and Àsr Salāhs with 
congregation. 

(7) How is that? Because the madrasah is only opened nowadays in the 
morning. 

(8) Then what do you do after Zuhr? We sleep for one hour.  
(9) O Ahmad, what do you do after Àsr? Sir, I go for a walk to the garden. 
(10) Do you read the newspaper every day? By Allāh, every day I read the 

newspapers in the library. 
 


